
Do you love innovation and want to work in
a rapidly progressing start-up?

Then you‘ve found the right place.

As Fraunhofer Hightech-Spinoff we develop software for AI-based analysis and optimization of industrial
manufacturing processes and plants. Do you want to participate in boosting our start-up and contribute your
experience to the team? Do you want to advance the development of our learning systems from prototype
to market maturity?
Then join us at Augsburg close to Munich or at Stuttgart!

Be part of plus10 as

Intern Java Back-End Development (m/f/d)

What you can expect What you bring along

As part of our plus10 team, you will design and
implement web applications in Java using the Spring
framework. Part of your work will be writing SQL
queries, defining and implementing REST interfaces
or working with push and streaming technologies.
Together with our data scientists, you will transform
prototypical AI solutions into durable software
products.
Our vision is to optimize manufacturing machines
automatically in real-time. You will work in an agile
team, which combines competencies from the areas
of software development, data science, production
and control engineering. In general, you will be able
to work independently on your own tasks, while we
will support you enhancing your skill set. Additionally,
we guarantee to compensate for your overtime and
provide you with fresh fruit and first-class coffee
every day.

Knowledge of Java, Python optional

Knowledge of Java web frameworks such as
Spring is an advantage

Knowledge of SQL is an advantage

Experience with Docker and Kubernetes is an
advantage

Conversational language skills in English

Autonomous and solution-oriented way of
working

Enthusiasm for innovation & proactive mindset

We look forward to meeting you! Feel free to apply in English or German.

Just send your application to:
Pablo Mayer | jobs@plus10.de
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